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AgentBook: A Revolutionary App for 
Booking Home Inspections
Have you ever lost an inspection because you 
weren’t there to answer the phone?
 
AgentBook has you covered. This multi-platform App allows real estate agents the ability to use their 
smartphone or tablet to book an inspection. Horizon recognizes your agents so they can book an 
appointment in as little as two clicks – they don’t have to identify themselves or provide their contact 
information. AgentBook increases agent loyalty while making it easier to secure inspections.

This amazing App is free for both you and your agents. It connects agents to your company in a 
compelling way through Horizon, effortlessly and invisibly. AgentBook benefits include the ability to:

Book inspections in as little as two clicks

Inspections can be scheduled 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week  

Build stronger real estate professional relationships 

Increase brand awareness by personalizing the App 
for your business 

Reach out to every agent – this App works with Apple 
and Android devices

Available in both
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AgentBook uses the magic of Horizon to make agents’ lives easier, and most importantly, help you get more 
inspections. You don’t have to be a prisoner to your phone, answering calls, texts or emails at all hours to 
make sure you don’t lose an inspection.

Booking Inspections Has Never Been Easier With AgentBook

Agents will love it because it makes booking inspections easy. You will love it because you will get every one 
of their inspections. AgentBook can take your Home Inspection business to the next level.

To learn more about AgentBook, please call 800.268.7070
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